ABSTRACT: We reconsider black hole solutions of D = 3 higher-spin gravity in the hsḧ s Chern-Simons formulation. A suitable generalisation of the BTZ black hole has a spin-3 chemical potential , and non-zero values of all the conserved charges associated with the asymptotic I symmetry. We extend the available perturbative expansion of the partition function to order y@ 18 A for generic values of the parameter. The result matches the CFT prediction at a H and at a I where we provide the exact all-order expansion of the partition function. The perturbative series is then analysed in the interesting non-trivial limit 3 I and we derive the exact analytical expressions of the partition function and the spin-4 charge in closed form as functions of . Also, the first subleading correction at large is shown to be simply related to the leading contribution.
Introduction
In the remarkable paper [1] , Vasiliev higher spin theory on AdS 3 [2, 3] has been proposed to be holographically dual to certain coset minimal model conformal theories in the large-N limit. In the simplest case, one considers a consistent truncation where matter decouples and the pure higher spin theory reduces to a Chern-Simons theory with algebra hs¨hs. Accordingly, the dual CFT has W I symmetry.
An important feature of these Chern-Simons theories is that they admit black hole solutions with non zero values of the higher spin charges [4] [5] [6] . In the holomorphic formalism [4, 7] , it is possible to define a sensible thermodynamics and evaluate the black hole entropy from its partition function. The various charges are obtained by requiring that the gauge fields holonomy around a thermal circle is trivial. This condition fixes the relation between the charges and their conjugate chemical potentials. The entropy is then evaluated by the first law of thermodynamics. Recent developments based on this approach can be found in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For a discussion of the relation between the holomorphic entropy and the canonical one, see comments at the end of section (3.1).
In the holomorphic formalism, higher spin black holes are interpreted as states of a dual CFT deformed by an irrelevant operator. These microscopic states can be counted by standard methods that exploit the underlying symmetry of the conformal theory.
Agreement with the bulk calculation is found at relatively low order in perturbation theory [13] [14] [15] . In particular, the y@ 8 A expansion of the partition function in powers of the spin-3 charge chemical potential [5] has been confirmed.
In this paper, we reconsider the Kraus-Perlmutter calculation and extend it to the order y@ 18 A. This task does not involve any additional conceptual tool and is a matter of computational techniques. Nevertheless, the result is, in our opinion, interesting for various reasons. The availability of a moderately long perturbation series allows to explore regularities and permits to propose conjectures about higher order effects.
In particular, in Sec. (2) we review the setup of the Kraus-Perlmutter calculation. In Sec. (3), we present our results for the partition function at order y@ 18 A and compare it with the CFT prediction at a H; I. At a I, we provide novel results for the all order CFT partition function. Finally, in Sec. (4), we consider the 3 I limit of the hs algebra and report exact expressions for the partition function and the spin-4 charge.
Black holes in higher spin gravity
In this section, we briefly summarise some basic information about higher spin black holes in Chern-Simons gravity. We start from the BTZ solution [16, 17] and present its extension with non zero spin charges according to the Kraus-Perlmutter construction [5] . A nice review of the subject with much more details can be found in [6] .
Chern-Simons gravity
Einstein gravity with a negative cosmological constant can be written as a SL@P; RA ¢ SL@P; RA Chern-Simons theory [18, 19] . The action involves the 1-forms @A; AA taking values in the Lie algebra sl@P; RA and reads S a S CS @AA S CS @AA;
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The Chern-Simons level k is related to the Newton constant G N and the AdS 3 radius`A dS by the relation k a`A dS =@RG N A. When the Chern-Simons forms take value in a different Lie algebra g, the resulting theory describes Einstein gravity coupled to a set of higher spin fields. An important example is g a sl@N; RA with integer N ! Q. In this case, one has the graviton and a tower of symmetric tensor fields of spin s a Q; R; :::; N. In this paper, we shall focus on the case of the infinite dimensional higher spin algebra hs where is a positive real parameter determining the gravitational couplings among the various fields [20, 21] 1 . We also remark that the computation in hs with integer a N is expected to reproduce the results in sl@N; RA.
The BTZ black hole
The SL@Q; RA ¢SL@Q; RA Chern-Simons theory admits smooth, asymptotically AdS 3 , black hole solutions with a spin-3 charge and sensible thermodynamics [4, 7] . The original BTZ black hole [16, 17] does not involve the spin-3 charge and we very briefly review its construction as a preparation to its higher spin generalisation. (2.5) where the parameter is a function of the inverse temperature and horizon angular velocity of the black hole. This relation follows from the requirement of a smooth horizon. It is important to have a gauge invariant parametrisation of the BTZ black hole. This is achieved by introducing the holonomy of the gauge connection around the Euclidean time circle defined above. This is ! a P @A + A A; 
The inclusion of a spin-3 charge (and its anti-holomorphic counterpart) requires the introduction of an associated chemical potential . Again, smoothness of the horizon is expected to fix the full dependence of v and on and the chemical potential. As discussed in [4, 7] , smoothness has to be enforced in a SL@Q; RA ¢ SL@Q; RA gauge invariant way by imposing the holonomy trace conditions (2.7). Also, this BTZ holonomy prescription guarantees a sensible thermodynamics. The black hole must be the saddle point contribution to a partition function of the form (we write only the holomorphic part) Z@; A a Tr Z. This leads to a precise relation a between ; , and and to a well defined entropy in agreement with the first law of thermodynamics.
The Kraus-Perlmutter construction
The Kraus-Perlmutter construction [5] leads to a generalisation of the BTZ black hole suitable for higher spin gravity based on the algebra hs¨hs (see Appendix A for the details relevant to this paper). The main ingredient is the connection a + which is related to A by a gauge transformation [21] [4, 7] and is the same as in [5] . The connection a + contains the Einstein gravity charge v, the spin 3 charge and additional charges t n!4
for all higher spin fields. The solution to the holonomy equations will have to satisfy the integrability condition v a . The holonomy is and the r.h.s of (2.11) has been derived in [13] by exploiting the fact that the V s m generators in ! BTZ have all s a P.
Extended perturbative analysis
We have solved the holonomy conditions (2.11) perturbatively in by extending the analysis of [5] in order to compute the partition function up to terms y@ 18 A . The computational complexity is rather high and the main difficulty is in the evaluation of the traces Tr@! n A. We can obtain the partition function by integrating the expansion of v according to the relation @ log Z a R 2 i v:
Notice also that, remarkably, the expansion of obeys the integrability constraint at the considered perturbative order. At this point, we need to comment about the meaning of the entropy that can be derived from this partition function. It is obtained in the so-called holomorphic approach that we have followed. Although the partition function matches the CFT result in [14] , it was shown in [23, 24] that the associated entropy does not agree with the canonical entropy. The discrepancy is fully discussed in [25, 26] where it has been showed how to define thermodynamical variables so that the canonical partition function has a natural CFT interpretation. Remarkably, the results in the holomorphic formalism can be adapted to the canonical definition by simply replacing and by and defined in section 4 of [26] .
Comparison with CFT in the a H; I limits
The values at a H; I can be checked against a simple CFT computation. For a I, the hsI algebra admits a realisation in terms of free complex bosons (see [5] : (3.14)
A plot of i log Z =1 as a function of for a I is shown in Fig. (1) where we also superimpose the (asymptotic) weak and (convergent) strong coupling expansions
For a H, we can compare with a free theory of complex fermions with symmetry 1+I , see again [5] . This has spin content s a I; P; Q; : : : , and is related to hsH by a constraint that eliminates the spin-1 current. In App. (B.2), we develop some technical results needed to efficiently compute the y@A 18 expansion of the CFT partition function.
We find again full agreement.
Properties of the polynomials Z (p)

@A
As remarked in [5] , the zeroes of the polynomials Z
@A depend on p and it is difficult to assign a definite meaning to them. Nevertheless, using our extended data, we observe that there is a root moving toward a Q, as p is increased. The same seems to happen around a R for large enough p. This can be seen in the following table ( a dash means 
Exact results in the = 1 limit
An inspection of the explicit expansions (3.5) and (3.6) shows that v, , and the scaled charges n 2 t n admit a smooth non-trivial limit when 3 I. We remark that the higher spin charges t n are not negligible despite the fact that they scale like I= n 2 . Indeed, they appear in the holonomy equations with coefficients involving powers of and leaving a non zero contribution (see, for example, (4.7) in the following). In this section, we shall present results about this limit. In particular, we derive the closed expression for the partition function and for the scaled spin-4 charge 2 t 4 , both at leading and next-to-leading order at large . More comments about the meaning of the large limit are deferred to the concluding section.
Partition function
The partition function admits a smooth limit for 3 I. In Fig. (3) , we plot the susceptibility-like quantity j@ 2 log Z@ a I; i Aj in order to show the effect of the branch point. 
Spin-4 charge t 4
Inspection of the expansion of t 4 shows that 2 t 4 also admits a smooth non trivial limit for 3 I. This is closely related to the partition function. Indeed, the holonomy equa- Fig. (4) . We remark that, for higher charges, the situation is not so simple. The higher holonomy equations involve many higher charges, even after taking a suitable scaling limit for 3 I. 
Subleading correction at large
We remark that the a I expansion of the partition function and t 4 is enough to reconstruct its first sub-leading correction. Indeed, for the partition function, the coefficient of the I= 2 term in the y@ 2n A contribution is simply 
Comments and Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the y@ 18 A expansion of the partition function of the higher spin black hole in Chern-Simons gravity based on the hs algebra. The result can be successfully compared with the CFT perturbative result at a H; I. For a I, we are able to provide the all-order expansion and resum it in closed form. The extended data for generic suggest that it could be interesting to match the corrections around the special points a H; I by conformal perturbation theory along the lines of [27] . A remarkable feature of our result is that the special limit 3 I can be taken and leads to a smooth non trivial result where all the higher spin charges are non vanishing, after a suitable scaling by a power of . The analysis of this limit is particularly interesting because again the perturbative series of both the partition function and the spin-4 charge can be resummed in closed form, including the first sub-leading correction at large .
The perturbative series that we obtained at the rather special values a H; I; I are all apparently asymptotic with zero radius of convergence at small chemical potential
. In contrast, the radius of convergence at large seems to be quite large, possibly infinite. Actually, this is the reason why we presented in that cases expansions in powers of I= p , assuming that there are no no non-perturbative effects, say $ exp@ c=A or alike.
This is an intriguing feature that should deserve better investigation. Indeed, for integer a Q; R; : : : , the partition function obeys algebraic equations, dependent on , and its perturbative series has a finite radius of convergence with the BTZ branch stopping at a certain critical value of the chemical potential, see for instance [28] . We simply remark that the a H; I limits are somewhat outside the strategy of derivation of the partition function because the truncation at integer a N is associated with gravity with SL@N; RA symmetry.
About the 3 I limit, we recall that in the complete Gaberdiel-Gopakumar duality, two scalars are present in the gravity side and the dual CFT is unitary for H I. However, these scalars play no role in matching the black-hole partition function, as proved by the agreement between the [5] and [15] calculations. The reason is that black holes in AdS 3
are universal and encode the thermodynamics of the CFT at high temperature, which in two dimensions is determined by the chiral algebra. Thus, they are insensitive to the microscopic details of the CFT. In pure higher spin gravity, there is no problem in working with > I. For instance, as we remarked, an integer a N ! Q is perfectly meaningful. It would be very interesting to see whether the large limit on the gravity side could teach something about non-unitary CFTs like logarithmic cosets of WZW theories at fractional admissible level [29] where the analogous large limit is also well-behaved 5 . Of course, a more cautious attitude can be that of considering the large limit just a technical tool to construct a simpler version of the black hole partition function where matching with CFT could be done by a possibly simplified calculation.
We conclude mentioning that a promising extension of this work concerns the supersymmetric version of higher spin black holes [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . This could allow further tests of AdS/CFT minimal model duality exploiting known superconformal partners of the duality where the infinite dimensional higher spin algebra is replaced by its supersymmetric extension shs [35] [36] [37] .
A The hs[] algebra
The hs algebra is spanned by generators V s m labeled by a spin and a mode index with s ! P and jmj < s. For the calculation presented in this paper we need a few details of it.
In particular, the so-called lone-star product [38] B Partition function at = 0; 1 from CFT The partition function at a H; I has been computed in [5] . At a I, we derive here the closed expression for its perturbative coefficients. For a H, we provide all the necessary details to perform higher order expansions needed to match our extended gravity calculation. in agreement with (3.9) at a H.
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